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U.S. Black Projects, the CIA Torture Paradigm and ongoing 
illegal Cointelpro operations. 

By Bob Levin © 2011, Investigative Journalist, Validated FBI Whistleblower and U.S. Torture Victim  
 

 

“The individual is handicapped by coming face-to-face with a conspiracy so monstrous they cannot believe it exists” 
- J. Edgar Hoover, Director of the FBI 

 

The Jewish Holocaust never ended. It was imported back to its eugenic origins in America where it became 
U.S. black projects used in the testing and development of the four principle components comprising the 
CIA Torture Paradigm. This shift away from acts of physical torture leaving marks, recognizes a transition 
towards psychological warfare methods leaving no marks that are also coined "no touch" invisible physical 
torture. The primary earmark of CIA torture programs is the causing of self-inflicted harm in the various 
forms of that meaning, which does not necessarily denote suicide, but will inevitably cause thoughts of 
achieving peace through oblivion. Since the second leg of CIA MK-ULTRA, Project Artichoke, specific and 
randomly targeted individuals have been sanctioned as involuntary human test animals. Initially U.S. and 
Canadian citizens were the first targeted individuals sanctioned with the micro concentrations of "slow kill" 
and "silent kill" applications employing the tactics, techniques and technologies to affect systematic 
systemic genocide and negative eugenics. Since the CIA MK-ULTRA Program, KUBARK, Cointelpro, 
WITSEC, 9-11, Abu Ghraib prison, and the surrounding events of Hurricane Katrina that used a natural 
disaster to simulate the detonation of a low yield nuclear device on U.S. soil, these methods of individual 
and mass extermination have been globalized in the macro. When a human being's hopes are eroded 
along with their individual sense of self-identity, a once meaningful life is converted into an existence of 
adjunct human slavery within an emerging virtual death camp environment. Beneath the clandestine mud 
of evolutionary change, these unseen black projects have migrated like Chesapeake Bay bluecrabs while 
routinely shedding their outer shells to later emerge as newer versions of the same godless atrocities 
while they leave behind the empty places of their past existences like riddles trapped in mysteries 
wrapped with enigmas.  
 

     
 

     
 



     
 

     
 

     
 

     
 



     
 

     
 

   
 

Bulletin Placards added as they are created. 
 

About: Bob Levin, www.BobLevin.org 
 

Bob Levin is a validated FBI whistleblower twice wounded in the clandestine service of the United States. 
As a blacklisted investigative journalist and U.S. torture victim of something cousin to the modern day 

evolution of rabid McCarthyism and ongoing illegal Cointelpro operations, the writer, artist and academic is 
seeking a restorative life outside the U.S. where he was born in 1956. Asylum is being sought from any 
sovereign foreign nation willing to discuss terms with the inclusion of a pathway to citizenship, reasonable 
employment and living accommodations, affordable medical healthcare, and the business platform from 
which to reclaim the academic prospectus of publishing books, producing film documentaries and lecturing 

with special knowledge. Currently an ESOL certificate to teach English is being sought. As a U.S. torture 
victim, Bob Levin continues to witness the systematic systemic genocide for negative eugenics of the 
American people by its false leaders affecting the four principle components of the CIA Torture Paradigm. 
The U.S. government is a mask for a terrorist entity and global continuing criminal enterprise headed by a 

craven corporatist and executive facilitator. The primary export of the United States remains military 
weapons and prostituted American democracy that is the transvestite concealing the phalanx of Pentagon 
Colonization with a known 730 U.S. military bases standing on the soil of over 130 sovereign foreign 
nations. This psychopathic and genocidal groupthink comprising this cabal is intent on processing the total 

aggregate of the world into a commodity through the perpetuation of endless wars for profit that 
exclusively benefit the syndicated consortiums of the military industrial complex. Meanwhile America has 
been generationally overthrown by corporatist Congressional Capos and converted into a virtual death 
camp environment by those espousing the rights of a blastocyst while they murder millions of living men, 

women, children, and infants en masse. 


